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Norwich city centre comparison goods market share
Aylsham town centre comparison goods market share
Diss comparison goods market share
Harleston comparison goods market share
Beccles comparison goods market share
Dereham comparison goods market share
Fakenham comparison goods market share
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Key
- Survey Zone

Comparison goods market share (%)
- 1 - 10 %
- 10 - 20 %
- 20 - 30 %
- 30 - 40 %
- 40 - 50 %
- > 50 %

Great Yarmouth comparison goods market share
Lowestoft comparison goods market share
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Key
- Survey Zone

Comparison goods market share (%)
- 1 - 10%
- 10 - 20%
- 20 - 30%
- 30 - 40%
- 40 - 50%
- > 50%

Thetford comparison goods market share
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Key:
- NPA boundary
- Cinema

A. Hollywood, Anglia Square
B. Odeon, Wherry Road
C. Picturehouse Cinema City
D. Vue, Castle Mall

Cinema market share:
- > 80%
- 60% - 80%
- 40% - 60%
- 20% - 40%
- <20%

Odeon, Wherry Road, Norwich market share plan
Hollywood Screen Cinema, Anglia Square, Norwich market share plan
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Key:
- NPA boundary
- Norwich Theatre Royal

Market share:
- > 80%
- 60% - 80%
- 40% - 60%
- 20% - 40%
- <20%

Norwich Theatre Royal market share plan